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You are invited to attend the ASQ Spring Quality Conference
Featured topics in four concurrent tracks are: Lean Training, Quality Tools, FDA and
Metrology, and Problem Solving Approaches.
There are sixteen different presentations: Application of Modern data science Methods to
Quality Problems; Fords 4 Wastes; XXXXX, Four Major Behavioral Styles presented in a
simplified and fun Manner; Survey Design; Achieving “Fame and Fortune” in the World of
high stakes poker using Basic Quality Tools and Techniques; creative and Critical Thinking;
Cyber Security “Don’t Click”: Protecting the Networks & Information your Business
depends on; Mastering Problem Solving in the Age of Disruption; Field Failure Analysis
and Root Cause Pattern Diagrams; Made in the USA; Current Status of efforts on
Sterilization Practice; Pharma/Med-Dev: A Roadmap Towards ONE Profitable Agile, LSS
Quality System; Pharma/Med-Dev: NPD, Tech Transfer, Validation/Data Integrity &
Continuous Improvement; Pharma/Med-Dev: Remediation - What/How to Do and/or Avoid
Like “the Plague”
Note:
Date:

“Business Casual” dress code is encouraged! (Bring your business cards.)
Thursday, April 9, 2020

Time:

7:20 am - 8:20 am
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8:20 am - 4:00 pm
Presentations
7:30 am - 3:00 pm
Exhibits
Hanover Marriott, 1401 Route 10 East, Whippany, New Jersey
• The hotel is off the EAST bound lanes on Route 10, 1/2 mile west of the
I-287 – Rte. 10 intersection
• If coming from I-287, take the Route 10 west exit. After driving 1/2 of a mile
west, take Ridgedale/Cedar Knolls exit and U-turn to Route 10 East. The first
driveway is the Marriott.

Location:

Cost:
$450 until April 2, 2020, $550 after April 2, 2020.
Cancellations and no-shows will be billed.
If the registrant is unable to attend, you can:
• Send a substitute at any time, even at onsite registration
• Received a full refund, less $50.00 processing fee by April 1, 2020
• No refunds after April 6, 2020
Registration information: Visit our Website at www.asqnorthjersey.org.

Conference Chair: Stephen W. Becker, swbecker3@comcast.net
Program Chair: Linda Lanotte, llanotte@plastomatic.com
Exhibit Chair: Carl Perini, cperini@njit.edu
Registration Chair: Stephen W. Becker, swbecker3@comcast.net
Marketing Chair: Linda Lanotte, llanotte@plastomatic.com
1.0 RUs WIL BE EARNED BY ATTENDEES
“Special prizes will be raffled at the end of the last session for free four (2) ASQ
Certification Courses worth $690.00 each.”

Management reserves the right to make cancellations and changes without notice.

Keynote Speaker

Bella Englebach
“Creative Improvement
Across your Organization”
Abstract- You know your organization needs
creativity. Your quality program is effective and
Bella Englebach
drives continuous improvement, but you’re not
making the real breakthroughs you were anticipating. Your employees struggle to
create innovative change, while you struggle with how to help them. Your
advisors talk about a “different way of thinking,” but how do you get there? In
this keynote, you will learn why we resist new ideas, stifling our ability to
innovate as we improve, AND you will learn and practice using an easy tool to
overcome resistance to new ideas.
About the speaker –
Bella Englebach is author of “Creatively Lean: How to Get Out of Your Own Way
and Drive Innovation throughout Your Organization.” She is Lead Consultant at
Lean for Humans, Inc, and is an Associate Partner at?New & Improved, Inc. She
is an experienced facilitator trained in continuous improvement, creative problem
solving, lean product and process development, and change management. Bella
believes that all of us are scientists at heart, curious and ready to experiment, and
she enjoys helping people rediscover their childhood joy in solving problems and
making their work better.
Bella spent 18 years at Johnson & Johnson, where she was a process excellence
and business improvement leader, bringing the worlds of lean and creativity
together in research and development, regulatory affairs, and IT implementations. She opened her own business in 2018.
Bella was a member of the Board of Directors of the Lean Product and Process
Development Exchange for six years, where she served as Board Secretary and
Conference Chair. She is a popular speaker and workshop facilitator at lean,
operational excellence, and continuous improvement conferences.
Contact: BELLA ENGLEBACH, LEAD CONSULTANT, LEAN FOR
HUMANS, INC., bella.englebach@leanforhumans.com, 610-659-5822
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Track 1 Moderator: Jennifer Page, Chief, Sciences Division, Quality
Engineering & System Assurance Directorate
U.S. Army, Combat Capabilities Development
Command Armaments
Application of Modern Data Science Methods to
Quality Problems, Part 1
Mike Anderson, JMP Systems Engineer, SAS
Abstract- Control Charts, Variability Charts, Gauge Studies, ANOVA, Regression –
These are the traditional tools of quality engineers. They are good tools and they have
served us well for many years. However, with the explosion in analytics and data science, a wealth of new tools are available to the quality professional. Tools to help with
root cause analysis. Tools to study variability. Tools to design experiments and courses
of study. Even the simple control chart has new flavors to handle the complexities of
modern quality problems. This session will discuss, through a series of case studies,
some readily available and powerful statistical methods the quality engineer easily
adopt from the data science community.
About the speaker(s)Michael Anderson is a Systems Engineer at JMP, a business unit of SAS that specializes in interactive statistical discovery software. In his current role, Anderson enjoys
helping customers find hidden insights in data that result in quantifiable improvement.
Before joining SAS, he worked in a variety of roles in high-tech manufacturing, encompassing measurement statistics, Lean Six Sigma, and cost and defect reduction.
Anderson holds a PhD in Materials Chemistry from the University of Oregon and has
achieved certification as a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt.

Application of Modern Data Science Methods to
Quality Problems, Part 2
Mike Anderson, JMP Systems Engineer, SAS
Abstract- Control Charts, Variability Charts, Gauge Studies, ANOVA, Regression –
These are the traditional tools of quality engineers. They are good tools and they have
served us well for many years. However, with the explosion in analytics and data science, a wealth of new tools are available to the quality professional. Tools to help with
root cause analysis. Tools to study variability. Tools to design experiments and courses
of study. Even the simple control chart has new flavors to handle the complexities of
modern quality problems. This session will discuss, through a series of case studies,
some readily available and powerful statistical methods the quality engineer easily
adopt from the data science community.
About the speaker(s)Michael Anderson is a Systems Engineer at JMP, a business unit of SAS that specializes in interactive statistical discovery software. In his current role, Anderson enjoys
helping customers find hidden insights in data that result in quantifiable improvement.
Before joining SAS, he worked in a variety of roles in high-tech manufacturing, encompassing measurement statistics, Lean Six Sigma, and cost and defect reduction.
Anderson holds a PhD in Materials Chemistry from the University of Oregon and has
achieved certification as a Lean Six Sigma Black Belt.

Fords 4 Wastes
Bill Levinson, P.E. Levinson Productivity Systems
Abstract- Know the benefits of removing all forms of waste (muda) from the organization.
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Know that the biggest barrier to removal of waste is usually failure to recognize it in the
first place.
Poor quality is the only Toyota production system waste that announces its presence by
causing rework, scrap, or complaints. The others are asymptomatic.
The other six wastes are often present 100% of the time as they are built into the job.
They are often more costly than poor quality.
Know Henry Ford’s four wastes and be able to teach them to the entire workforce.
Waste of the time of things (cycle time)
Waste of the time of people (motion inefficiency)
Waste of materials (supports ISO 14001)
Waste of energy (supports ISO 50001)
All seven Toyota Production System wastes can be expressed in these terms, or combinations thereof, while Ford’s four wastes are even wider in scope.
About the speaker(s)–
Bill Levinson, P.E., FASQ, is the owner of Levinson Productivity Systems, P.C. which
specializes in lean manufacturing, quality management, and industrial statistics. He is
a leading authority on Henry Ford’s business management system, which was later
adopted by Japan as the Toyota production system, and the author of numerous books
on quality, statistics, and management.

Application of AR Technologies on the Advancement of Production and
Service Industries
Ryan Guthrie, Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of the White Oak
Capital Group and the VP of Solutions Engineering at
Advanced Technologies and Services, Inc
Abstract- The rapidly evolving automotive markets has created a large gap between
what cars are equipped with and what service personnel can maintain and repair. With
the gap broadening, RealWear introduced the HMT-1 AR headset. In one portion, we
will explore the applications of the HMT-1 AR headset to the service industries, in particular the automotive market. In the second portion, we look towards application to the
manufacturing environment. The HMT-1 offers remote mentoring to help close the gap
between when machines go down and when an SME can be “on-site.” Furthermore,
additional applications such as the ability to live stream data and images, provide stream
lined “First Person” training flows, and document and monitor production processes
will be discussed. The HMT-1 offers a modern response to decade old manufacturing
processes with inherent time consuming faults that have not seen innovation in years.
About the speaker(s)–
Ryan is currently the Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of the White Oak Capital Group
and the VP of Solutions Engineering at Advanced Technologies and Services, Inc. (ATS).
As the Chief Technology Officer of White Oak Capital Group which accomplishes
advisement of over 500 companies throughout the U.S., Canada, and Europe, Ryan
works extensively with SME’s (small and medium enterprises). White Oak Capital is a
Gold Partner of RealWear, Inc. which is the world’s leading manufacturer of the HMT1 and HMT-1Z1 head mounted tablets. Ryan is responsible for leading solutions engineering and customer success teams as he interfaces and leads White Oaks involvement
with RealWear, Inc.
RealWear, Inc. offers the worlds first truly hands free android device or rather, augmented reality (AR) heaset. The HMT-1 and its counterpart, the HMT-1Z1 head mounted tablets gives the user the full functionality of a tablet using voice commands. From
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capturing live images and videos, creating seamless integration of live process monitoring, to hosting remote mentoring sessions, the potential applications are endless.
Example applications range from creating simples work instructions and trainings, to
having Senior Engineers connect with automotive mechanics using the remote mentoring feature to walk through troubleshooting new automotive technologies. Realwear,
Inc. and the HMT-1 the recipients of the 2017 Frost and Sullivan Award for New
Product Innovation, the 2018 NED Innovation Award, and the 2019 AUGGIE for
AR/VR Technologies.

Track 2 Moderator: Carl Perini, Quality Engineer, Getinge
Four Major Behavioral Styles presented in a
simplified and fun Manner
Wayne Cheneski, President, Smart Manufacturing Solutions
Abstract- Companies today are expanding the role of teams in the workplace in an
effort to empower employees and improve organizational effectiveness. The more we
try to work as a team, the more important it becomes to recognize that people exhibit
different behavioral styles. We must focus on “behavior”, rather than terms like “personality” or “attitude”, because unless we are psychiatrists or psychologists, we are not
qualified to evaluate such things. We cannot see what is going on inside a person’s head;
all that we can see (and deal with) is a person’s outward expression of what’s inside –
their behavior.
Wayne Chaneski, former Executive Director of New Jersey Institute of Technology’s
Center for Manufacturing Systems, and current President of Smart Manufacturing
Solutions, will discuss the four major behavioral styles in a simplified and fun manner.
Although it is rare that anyone fits any one of the behavioral styles 100% of the time,
it is amazing how we all seem to gravitate to a specific style in most situations we
encounter (and even more so, in stressful situations).
Mr. Chaneski will emphasize that it does not matter what your behavioral style is, but
how you can best deal with the behavioral styles of your “teammates”.
About the speaker(s)–
Wayne Chaneski is the President of Smart Manufacturing Solutions located in Edison,
New Jersey. In this role, Mr. Chaneski provides training and consulting services to small
and mid-size companies.
Mr. Chaneski has held a variety of positions during his career, including Industrial
Engineer, Manufacturing Engineering Manager, Purchasing Manager, Plant Manager,
Marketing Manager, Sales Manager, Trainer and Consultant.
Mr. Chaneski uses a three-step approach to assisting companies:
1. Assess company needs
2. Train company employees on techniques for addressing these needs
3. Work with the employees to implement the techniques in their operations.
He has used this approach to assist hundreds of companies in all major industries.
Currently, Mr. Chaneski’s main focus is Lean Operations training and implementation
in administrative, manufacturing, warehousing, and service operations. Through his
accomplishments and published articles, he has become a recognized authority in this
field. Other areas of expertise include:
• Management Development and Leadership
• Problem Solving
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• Basic blueprint reading
• Basic Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing - GD&T
• Team building
• Inventory management
• Strategic Planning, including SWOT Analysis
• Goals and “SMART” Objectives
• Plant relocation planning and layout development
• Four Disciplines of Execution (4DX)
Mr. Chaneski currently writes a monthly column called “Competing Ideas” for Modern
Machine Shop magazine (www.mmsonline.com), which focuses on competitiveness
issues for small manufacturers. His writings and accomplishments have also been featured in VP Magazine, The Manufacturer, Die Cast Engineering, Industrial
Engineering, and more. He has also worked on the development of the book Setup
Reduction Through Effective Workholding.
Throughout his career, Mr. Chaneski has presented a variety of topics at numerous professional conferences and trade shows.
Mr. Chaneski holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Engineering from New
Jersey Institute of Technology and an MBA from Seton Hall University.

Survey Design
Jonathon Andell
Abstract- Among the legitimate purposes for conducting a survey, one is to expedite
informed decision making. Given that volunteer run organizations have limited
resources, an effective survey will provide guidance as to where and how best to deploy
those finite resources. One decision might be to determine which offerings require
improvement as opposed to which ones are safe to leave alone for the near term.
Perhaps another decision might be whether to curtail some offerings entirely, if the
resource demands are substantial relative to the perceived value.
An obvious challenge is identifying the right decisions in light of inevitable variation in
perceptions, accounting for the reality that curtailing an offering never should be undertaken lightly. An erroneous decision can erode the organization’s overall support and
effectiveness, just as a sound decision can enhance it.
This discussion describes how a customer survey was designed, implemented, and analyzed for Professional Services Group of Central New Jersey (PSG CNJ), a 501(c)3 organization with the mission of helping unemployed professionals find jobs. It will cover some
survey history and some inputs from diverse parties, as well as how a new survey was
designed and executed. Analysis sought to identify which offerings appeared to have
stronger consensus, vs. which ones by contrast seemed to have greater “controversy,” as
well as seeking to identify where the findings could drive effective decision making
About the speaker(s)–
Jonathon Andell has been a quality professional since 1987, one of the world’s first
certified Six Sigma Black Belts since 1992, a consultant since 1998, and a Fellow of
the American Society for Quality since 2008.
He was a Lead Examiner for Arizona’s Baldrige-based Quality Awards. At Motorola
he contributed to merging Baldrige and ISO-9000 criteria in their internal “Quality
System Review.”
His technical expertise encompasses manufacturing, transactional, and design applications of Lean Six Sigma. His easy-going style, crystal clear communications, and
rigorous approach make methodologies accessible to senior executives, technical
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specialists, and hourly workers alike. He is equally at home at Gemba, in the “C”
suite, at a computer, on a coaching call, and in front of a class or audience.
Among Jonathon’s global clients are leading firms in such diverse industries as: aerospace, automotive, construction, defense, design, electronics, food, healthcare, insurance, manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, service, software, and telecommunications. He
has published and presented extensively, and delivered substantial and innovative
impacts in manufacturing, environmental protection, and healthcare safety.
Jonathon holds a BS in Metallurgical Engineering from Purdue and MS Metallurgy
from Penn State. He is an avid amateur musician and a passionate community service
volunteer, as well as an animal lover and devoted family man.

Achieving “Fame and Fortune” in the World of high stakes poker
using Basic Quality Tools and Techniques
Dave Levy, Director of Quality and Safety at Boyce Technologies, Inc.
as well as a Quality Consultant / principal of Levy Quality Consulting, LLC
Abstract- Basic quality tools and techniques can be used for achieving ‘fame and fortune’ in the world of high stakes poker. This After 5 session is designed to guide the participants through simple problem solving to make informed decisions using the game
of Texas Hold ‘Em Poker as the performance arena. During the presentation we will
analyze several poker hands using some basic problem solving tools such as Tree
Diagrams and The 5 Whys.
How Texas Hold ‘Em is played:
Poker is sometimes compared to chess as a game of strategy, however there is a significant difference between the 2 games. In chess all the information is readily available to
both players at all times (there are no hidden pieces). In poker, on the other hand, the
only information a player has for making informed decisions is (1) her/his hole cards,
(2) the community cards, (3) an ability to read the other players and (4) any prior experiences with the other players. Simply put: “Poker is a game of people played with cards
and we use chips to keep score”. A significant aspect of the skill associated with Poker
is the ability to control or skew the pot through strategic betting decisions (i.e.: betting
cautiously with a superior hand to lure opponents into betting and springing a trap with
an aggressive bet on the River).
Texas Hold Em, sometimes referred to as the Cadillac of Poker, is the most commonly
played poker game in the world today. Each player at a table receives 2 cards face down,
known as hole cards. In each hand there are 2 forced wagers known as the small blind
and big blind. These are paid by the 2 players to the immediate left of the player with
the Dealer button, known as the Button. After each player receives 2 cards there is a
round of betting in which each player, in turn chooses to place a wager or fold his cards
(release the cards back to the dealer). In the No-Limit version (most often seen on TV),
the wager may be equal to the big blind or any value from 2 times the big blind up to
the maximum number of chips the player has on the table. Each successive player can
fold their cards, call (match) the bet or raise the bet until all wagering is completed.
Next the dealer presents 3 cards face-up on the table known as the Flop. These 3 cards
are community cards which are used by all players still in the hand. After the flop, there
is another round of betting in which the minimum bet equals the original big blind.
Following the completion of the wagering on this round, one card is placed face up
along with the Flop. This additional card is called the Turn. Another round of betting
then the final community card, the River, is presented. Following the River there is one
last round of betting. All players remaining in the hand show cards in turn until the ultimate winner of the hand is known. This player wins the pot (all the chips wagered in the
hand). Next the button moves one player to the left and the whole process is repeated.
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A relatively simple process map will be presented to depict this process. Additionally
we will present the order of hand ranking showing best hand (the Royal Flush) down to
worst possible hand (High Card).
Problem Solving and Poker:
At each step in the process a player must make a decision based upon the limited information presented by the cards, the other players and the prior action. We will utilize a
Tree Diagram to depict the decision process that is required throughout each hand. At
every stage of the game players are making quick decisions based upon limited information. In most cases the problem solving is nearly spontaneous for the experienced
player, however, sometimes we find ourselves in a situation where a difficult decision
is required. One minute problem solving comes to our rescue. If we run through our
decision tree based on the information available we should reach an appropriate decision in under a minute.
Courtesy and etiquette dictate that we must act in a timely manner during a tournament.
One minute problem solving is especially critical when playing tournament poker
because the clock is always running and the clock belongs to all the players. Poker is a
proxy for life and life also demands rapid decisions on a regular basis.
About the speaker(s)–
David B. Levy has been involved in the quality profession for over 35 years as a director, manager, engineer, auditor and independent consultant in a variety of industries
including telecommunications, defense electronics, commercial electronics, distribution, food manufacturing, ceramics and reinforced plastics.
David is currently the Director of Quality and Safety at Boyce Technologies, Inc. as well
as a Quality Consultant / principal of Levy Quality Consulting, LLC, where he services a variety of clients in all aspects of Quality Assurance, including Quality
Management, Quality System Implementation, and Quality Auditing. Throughout his
career he has implemented ISO 9000 Quality Management Systems with 9 registrations
covering all versions of the standard.
David has an MS in Operations Management from NYU Tandon School of Engineering
Polytechnic Institute (formerly Polytechnic University) and a BS in Ceramic
Engineering from the NYS College of Ceramics at Alfred University. David is an ASQ
Fellow and holds four ASQ Certifications (CMQ/OE, CQE, CQA & CQIA).
David has twice served as a Member of ASQs Board of Directors (2003-2009 & 20142017) and as Region 3 Director (2003-2009 and 2012-2017). Additionally, he served as
the Section Affairs Council (SAC) Chair for 4 terms (2008/2009 & 2014-2016). David
has been a member of ASQ since 1990, and joined the ASQTZ Section Leadership
Committee in 1994 serving in many positions including: Chair, Vice Chair, Treasurer,
Newsletter Editor, NEQC Rep, and Webmaster. He has also served as an ASQ CQA
Preparation Trainer. He is currently working in the background of ASQ as a member of
the Bylaws committee, GCC Bylaws committee Chair and Immediate Past Chair of the
Fellows Focus Group as well as participating on the Financial Transformation Team.
David has also been a member of the WCQI Technical Programs Committee Paper
Reviewer team for about 10 years.
David is married with 2 adult children and lives in Cortlandt Manor, NY. He enjoys skiing, swimming, traveling, bicycling, reading, playing poker, telling a joke or two and
spending quality time with his family and friends.
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SPRING QUALITY CONFERENCE
April 9, 2020
Track
Moderator

Room

Track 1 - LEAN TRAINING
Jennifer L. Page
Chief, Sciences Division,
Quality Engineering & System
Assurance Directorate
U.S. Army, Combat Capabilities
Development Command Armaments

Track 3 -Problem Solving
Long P. Nguyen, LSS MMB,
CRE, CQE,

Track 2 - QUALITY TOOLS
Carl Perini
Quality Engineer
Getinge

Track 4 - FDA
Linda Lanotte
Quality Manager
Plast-O-Matic Valve

CCDC Armaments Center
Picatinny Arsenal

7:20 - 8:20

Registration - Continental - Breakfast - Networking

Keynote
8:20 - 9:20

A 20/20 vision of Quality Bella Englebach Lead Consultant, Lean for Humans, Inc.
Creative Improvement Across Your Organization

Session A
9:30 - 10:30

Mike Andersen

Wayne Cheneski

Jon Lucich

James Agalloco

Application of Modern Data
Science Methods to
Quality Problems, Part 1

4 Major Behavioral Styles
presented in a simplified
and fun manner

Cyber Security-"Don’t Click"
Protecting the networks & information your business depends on

Current Status of Efforts on
Sterlization Practice

10:30 - 11:00
Session B
11:00 - 12:00

Break
Mike Andersen

Jonathon Andell

Lesley Regis

Costas Chantzis

Application of Modern Data
Science Methods to
Quality Problems, Part 2

Survey Design

Mastering Problem Solving in the
Age of Disruption

Pharma/Med-Dev: A Roadmap
Towards ONE Profitable Agile, LSS
Quality System

12:00 - 1:45

Lunch - Networking - Exhibitors
Bill Levinson

Session C
1:45 - 2:45

Fords 4 Wastes

Dave Levy
Achieving "Fame and Fortune" in
the world of high stakes poker
using Basic Quality Tools and
Techniques

2:45 - 3:00
Session D
3:00 - 4:00

Robert Lloyd

Costas Chantzis

Field Failure Analysis and Root Cause
Pattern Diagrams

Pharma/Med-Dev: NPD, Tech
Transfer, Validation/Data Integrity
& Continuous Improvement

Break
Ryan Guthrie
Application of AR Technologies
on the Advancement of Production
& Service Industries

James August
Creative and Critical Thinking

4:00 - 4:30
Management reserves the right to make cancellations and changes without notice.
Committee Chair: Stephen W. Becker
Website
swbecker3@comcast.net
http://www.asqnorthjersey.org
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Sal Freda
Brewster Washers
Made in the USA with Certified
USA Materials Since 1919Costas
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Pharma/Med-Dev: Remediation What/How to Do and/or
Avoid Like “the Plague”

Networking - Exhibitors
Backup TBD
Program Chair: Linda Lanotte
llanotte@plastomatic.com
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Creative and Critical thinking
James August, ASQ CMQ/OE, CQA, Quality Assurance Manager, CCL Label
Abstract- Creative and critical thinking are complimentary approaches to analyzing situations, problems and opportunities. While traditional critical thinking tools help to narrow possibilities to those that meet the criteria, creative thinking expands the universe of
possible solutions. It is reasonable to assume that you may need both critical and creative
thinking skills to be an effective problem solver and change agent for your processes.
While we often provide technical training to increase knowledge, we rarely teach people how to think for themselves; every employee needs the tools and skills needed to
think both critically and creatively. These tools define the method of root cause analysis and corrective action (the twin diamonds of RCACA); they are at the heart of effective risk analysis. Creative and critical thinking tools let you turn win/lose situations
into win/win situations. In this presentation, we will explore the use of several tools and
look at how the twin diamond approach integrates these tools into the types of analytics and problem solvings that we do every day.
About the speaker(s)–
James August is a quality professional with over thirty years’ experience in commercial, industrial and military/aerospace manufacturing. Currently, Jim is Quality
Assurance Manager for CCL Label (Robbinsville) where he is working to integrate ISO
9001, cGMPs and Lean Manufacturing into a single business quality management system for five label plants in the US.
As a Senior member of ASQ, Jim belongs to the Princeton and South Jersey sections.
He is an ASQ Certified Quality Auditor since 1993 and a CMQ/OE since 2008. Jim was
active in Quality New Jersey between 1991 and 2007 where he served as a state
Baldrige examiner and the Administrator for their Performance Excellence Network.
Always interested in Quality education, Mr. August has taught courses at Rutgers,
Raritan Valley Community College and Middlesex County College. Jim has been a
workshop leader and trainer for ISO 9001 and ASQ CMQ/OE and CQE certification
refresher courses. He has a wide range of professional interests and is often a guest
lecturer at Rutgers in addition to being a regular presenter to ASQ local section and
regional programs.

Track 3 –
Moderator: Long P. Nguyen, LSS MMB, CRE, CQE, CCDC
Armaments Center
Picatinny Arsenal
Cyber Security – “Don’t Click” – Protecting the Networks
& Information your Business Depends on
Jon Lucich, Founder & CEO of the Network Security Group
Abstract- The Network Security Group was founded in 1999 to provide network and
security management services to law firms, government agencies, and small to large
corporations. Since then the Network Security Group has never lost a client. The
tremendous success that the Network Security Group enjoys is due to a unique combination of customer service and the use of cutting edge network management methodology and processes.
We provide services based on the specific needs of each client. Our technicians are
available to build new networks, manage and maintain existing networks, or provide
supplemental assistance to your already existing technical staff on an as needed basis.
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Ongoing network management services can be provided either on-site or remotely to
ensure the fastest resolution to your network issues.
About the speaker(s)–
John Lucich is the Founder & CEO of the Network Security Group, where he has assessed,
designed, and managed mid to large-size networks for corporations, government agencies,
and casinos nationwide, for more than 20 years. He is also a retired State Criminal
Investigator from the Organized Crime Racketeering & Corruption Bureau of the New
Jersey Attorney General’s Office, Division of Criminal Justice, where he was directly
involved in conducting high-tech crime investigations and computer forensics since 1988.
Mr. Lucich served five years as an adjunct professor of computer science at Felician
College, and is a nationally recognized expert, lecturer, and published author on network security and computer forensics. In the early-2000s, he served as the keynote
speaker for Network Associates, RSA, and Protegrity, at more than 50 computer security seminars throughout the U.S. and Canada. He also taught a cyber-crimes course at
the New Jersey Attorney General’s academy in Sea Girt, for more than a decade.
Mr. Lucich appeared as an expert on Fox News and CNN for nine years, speaking on
topics of technology, network intrusions, and ransomware. He was a Keynote speaker
with General Colin Powell and Bill Gates at CA World 96, where he addressed computer security issues.

Mastering Problem Solving in the Age of Disruption
Les Regis, Consultant
Abstract- “Mastering Problem Solving In The Age Of Disruption - finding solutions
across domains...”
Problem solving skill’s demand will grow as the rate of technological change is set to
accelerate. The need to stay relevant and pursue mastery will be critical. This session will:
• Discuss a useful framework to align the major problem-solving methodologies,
PDCA, Lean Six Sigma and SCRUM/Agile, RPA etc., to enable deeper insights
and extend usage.
• Show how to leverage People, Process, Methodology, Culture and Politics to drive
organizational transformation.
• Provide useful tips for personal development and growth.
About the speaker(s)–
Lesly Régis’ passion is to improve individuals, teams and organizations. He is adept at
Team Problem Solving across the product life cycle, from concept to production
through working in a wide variety of industries, including Manufacturing, Chemical
and Financial Services, on products ranging from nuclear power plants and land combat systems to credit cards and retail banking.
Lesly has worked in over nine businesses within GE and HSBC Bank. He managed the
Quality Assurance function for two GE businesses. He has strengths in Risk
Management, Lean Six Sigma, Process Control Engineering and Shared Services’ creation and migration.
He received a Bachelor’s Degree in Industrial Engineering from Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn NY. He is a certified GE Master Black Belt, and a Stanford University
Certified Project Manager (SCPM).
Lesly’s drive and passion are to tackle complex problems by building and coaching individuals or teams and helping others articulate goals and successfully execute their plans.
He is a co-founder of Joséphine & Olga Saint-Urbain’s Foundation, a nonprofit
seeking creative solutions for educating and empowering underpriviledged children
in Southern Haiti
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Field Failure Analysis and Root Cause Pattern Diagrams
Robert Lloyd, President Lloyd Consulting Group, Inc.
Abstract- An understanding of proper data collection, coding, filtering and analysis
techniques.
A comparison of analysis techniques and their relative strengths and weaknesses.
An introduction to the breakthrough analysis technique of Root Cause Pattern Diagrams.
About the speaker(s)–
Bob is a Stanford trained innovator and change agent, passionate about leading strategic initiatives that drive firms to excel in achieving their goals through the deployment
and successful application of leading edge practices across consumer products, retail,
financial services, telecom, medical devices and non-profits on an international basis
with an impact of over $2 billion.
Bob has held Global Director and Senior Consultant positions at Motorola, Verizon,
Ocwen Financial, Johnson & Johnson and BlackBerry. Over his career, he has created,
deployed and managed enterprise training programs, as well as taught thousands of
employees in Design Thinking, Lean, Six Sigma, Design for Six Sigma, Lean Startup,
Agile Design and Shainin Methods.
He has also led new product and service development efforts, including leading a team
of design engineers in becoming an official supplier to Nippon Telephone & Telegraph,
going on to beat all 5 Japanese competitors in cost, quality, performance and on-time
delivery to become the largest seller of radios in Japan.
Outside of work, Bob has served as Chairman of the Board of the South Florida Science
Museum & Aquarium, as well as creating and directing a program for Palm Beach
County Schools to excite students in pursuing STEM educations and careers. In recognition, Bob received Motorola’s Volunteer of the Year award.
He is a licensed US Patent Agent with 13 issued patents. His contribution to pop culture
is the score info display seen in the corner of all televised sporting events since 1995.
Bob holds an MBA and McHRM (Organizational Development), just recently received
a Professional Certificate in Innovation and Entrepreneurship from the Stanford
Graduate School of Business and attended executive education in Corporate Strategy at
the University of Toronto’s Rotman School of Management.
He is also an ASQ Certified Manager of Quality & Organizational Excellence, ASQ
Certified Black Belt, Villanova Certified Lean Sensei, Motorola MBB, Certified SAFe
4 Agilist, Certified Scrum Master, Certified Design Thinking Practitioner, and
Certified Workout-Innovation Boot Camp Facilitator.

Brewster Washers Made in the USA with
certified USA Materials since 1919
Sal Freda, President/Owner of Brewster Washers
Abstract- “Made in the USA the Brewster Way”. A woman owned, small business concern, AS9100:2016, ISO 9001:2015 certified company.
Will discuss the ability to manufacture parts in America for over 100 years using certified USA materials since 1919. Guess who they used to sell to!
His presentation will include how to secure and maintain USA made material, mostly
from his “top 10 vendors”, plus developing and securing new suppliers using his vendor qualification process.
Sal will discuss how current oversees’ tariffs have backed up his quest for made in the
USA material.
He will explain how Brewster Washers had the ability years ago to deliver “zero defects”
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and was highly commended by one of their customers (Bendix). This led to eventually
receiving Bendix’s Zero Defects Award and to currently operate as a certified
AS9100:2016 Quality Program.
About the speaker(s)–
Sal Freda Jr. is President/Owner of Brewster Washers in Fairfield NJ.
Married for 32 years, I have 2 children, Thomas and Brielle (who currently is my
Operations Manager) And Lilly our office dog.
I have been working at Brewster since I was 14, with my father who was the plant manager. I would work on my days off from Immaculate Conception high school in
Montclair and summer breaks. I attended Seton Hall University and received my BS in
Business Admin with a minor in Marketing. I continued to work part time while commuting to South Orange. When I was a junior in college my father told me “Don’t think
you’re going to work here the rest of your life!”. Therefore, after college I found myself
in the Business forms industry, and that lead me to start my own brokerage printing
company and when I closed that business, I walked into the Brewster doors in 1997
again and the rest is all history. Now 45 years later I am the President of the company.

Track 4 Moderator: Linda Lanotte, Quality Manager, Plast-O-Matic Valve
Current Status of Efforts on Sterilization Practice
James Agalloco, President of Agalloco & Associates
Abstract- In 2005 the United States Pharmacopeia within its Microbiology Expert
Committee identified the need for major revisions to informational chapter <1211>
Sterilization and Sterility Assurance of Compendial Articles. The content at that time
had been originally developed in the 1980’s. Recognizing the need for greater clarity,
need for expanded breadth of coverage and inclusion of more detailed and contemporary information a revision effort was initiated. This presentation will review the current status of efforts on sterilization practice (<1229.X> series on Sterilization) and
(<1211> Sterility Assurance. Insights into other activities within the Microbiology
Expert Committee will also be provided.
About the speaker(s)–
James Agalloco is President of Agalloco & Associates, a technical service firm to the
pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical device industries. Since the formation of
Agalloco & Associates in 1991, Jim has assisted more than 200 health care firms in a
range of activities in the validation, sterilization, aseptic processing and compliance
areas. Jim has 40+ years of industry experience and has worked in organic synthesis,
pharmaceutical formulation, pharmaceutical production, project and process engineering, validation and process automation during his career at Merck, Pfizer, Squibb and
Bristol-Myers Squibb. He received his BS in Chemical Engineering from Pratt Institute
in 1968 and his MS, also in Chemical Engineering from Polytechnic Institute of New
York in 1979. He received his MBA in Pharmaceutical Studies from Fairleigh
Dickinson University in 1983. He is a past President of the Parenteral Drug Association
and served as an Officer or Director from 1982 to 1993. He has been a member of
USP’s Microbiology Expert Committee since 2005. He is a member of the editorial
advisory board’s of Pharmaceutical Technology and Pharmaceutical Manufacturing. He
is a frequent author and lecturer on the subjects of sterilization, aseptic processing and
process validation. Co-editor of 4 texts; author / co-author of 42 book chapters; and
author / co-author of more than 110 publications.
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Pharma/Med-Dev: A Roadmap Towards ONE Profitable
Agile, LSS Quality System
Costas Chantzis, Managing Director of Always Excellence(tm)
Abstract- This practical workshop will engage each attendee by having them work in
small teams so they could learn by doing.
First, each attendee will contribute towards and/or get a proper and thorough understanding of how companies typically develop and manage one or more Quality Systems
within the same company plus what are the major obstacles and related root causes of
such high risk/cost Quality Management Systems (QMS.)
Then, each attendee will get introduced to a tested, proven proprietary QMS approach
that can be regulatory/quality compliant and LSS agile-wise profitable.
• What is the ultimate Objective and core Deliverables of a properly designed/developed/implemented/operating QMS?
• What is the proper design architecture of a QMS?
• Which are the top core SOPs of any QMS?
• What are the core elements of a SOP and related Data-form(s)?
• What are the core elements/practices so a company can sustain long term profitability/quality - regulatory compliance while growing and prospering?
About the speaker(s)–
Costas Chantzis, Managing Director of Always Excellence(tm)
What We Do: FDA Audits/Remediation, Quality/NPD/LSS Transformation Strategies/
Results. Consulting Deliverables: Remediate client quality/npd/productivity/technology
and/or regulatory compliance deficiencies RFT, fast and at reasonable cost.
How We Work: Listen/springboard, think/problem solve, team-up, teach, coach and lead
effectively/fast Compelling, Verifiable Evidence.
https://linkedin.com/in/costas-chantzis-22897b3

Pharma/Med-Dev: NPD, Tech Transfer, Validation/
Data Integrity & Continuous Improvement
Costas Chantzis, Managing Director of Always Excellence(tm)
Abstract- This practical workshop will engage each attendee by having them work in
small teams so they could learn by doing.
First, each attendee will contribute towards and/or get a proper and thorough understanding
of how companies typically develop/commercialize new products and manage “the business” over a product’s lifecycle, what are the major root causes for such high failure rates.
Then, each attendee will get introduced to a tested, proven proprietary npd method:
makes new product winners - satisfy user and quality/profitability requirements
because they are based on Quality Risk Management (QRM)
and Business Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs.)
• What is the typical NPD Process: Ideation to Market Launch?
• Why Blockbuster Drugs Fail so late in their Commercialization Cycle?
• Possible Drug Failure Root Causes
• Regulatory Bodies’ Impact on Pharma
• Proprietary NPD Process Using Quality Risk Management (QRM)
• What are the core elements to proper Technology Transfer/Validation/Data
Integrity and Continuous Improvement?
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About the speaker(s)–
Costas Chantzis, Managing Director of Always Excellence(tm)
What We Do: FDA Audits/Remediation, Quality/NPD/LSS Transformation Strategies/
Results. Consulting Deliverables: Remediate client quality/npd/productivity/technology
and/or regulatory compliance deficiencies RFT, fast and at reasonable cost.
How We Work: Listen/springboard, think/problem solve, team-up, teach, coach and lead
effectively/fast Compelling, Verifiable Evidence.
https://linkedin.com/in/costas-chantzis-22897b3

Pharma/Med-Dev: Remediation - What/How to Do
and/or Avoid Like “the Plague”
Costas Chantzis, Managing Director of Always Excellence(tm)
Abstract- This practical workshop will engage each attendee by having them work in
small teams so they could learn by doing.
First, each attendee will contribute towards and/or get a proper and thorough understanding of how companies typically attempt to Remediate quality, regulatory deficiencies
what are the major pitfalls and true root causes of such high remediation failure rates.
Then, each attendee will get introduced to a tested, proven proprietary Remediation
method through actual example events over 40 years from the “combat zone - front
lines” of facilities/sites all over the world.
• What are the typical Remediation approaches and why they usually fail?
• What are the core Remediation pitfalls, true root causes?
• How to properly and quickly audit, investigate, determine, document, control, start
reducing safety/efficacy risk on one hand and business risk on the other?
• How to properly/quickly communicate safety/efficacy risk to the regulatory
authorities, customer, public?
• How to properly/quickly communicate business risk to company employees, suppliers and stakeholders?
• Proprietary Remediation Process Using Quality Risk Management (QRM)
About the speaker(s)–
Costas Chantzis, Managing Director of Always Excellence(tm)
What We Do: FDA Audits/Remediation, Quality/NPD/LSS Transformation Strategies/
Results. Consulting Deliverables: Remediate client quality/npd/productivity/technology
and/or regulatory compliance deficiencies RFT, fast and at reasonable cost.
How We Work: Listen/springboard, think/problem solve, team-up, teach, coach and lead
effectively/fast Compelling, Verifiable Evidence.
https://linkedin.com/in/costas-chantzis-22897b3
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